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BATTLE LIVE



CONCEPT

01
Outbreak and End of the Zombie Virus

02
Human-Zombie Coexistence

03
Human Vs. Zombie, 'Battle Live'



STORY

⚫ "A world where humans and zombies coexist after the zombie virus has swept the world away. Some 

streamers risk their lives to infiltrate the zombie ghetto (isolation zone) and shoot their personal 

broadcast.“

⚫ "Zombie 'Mancops' who keep the memory and intelligence of human times. After fleeing to Ghetto to 

avoid prejudice and discrimination in human society, the Mancops jump into the broadcast one by 

one and wield their fists to make good money.”

⚫ “It doesn't matter if you're a human or a zombie in a ruined world. The only meaningful thing is the 

thrill of the struggle that humans and zombies risk their lives for...“

Right now, <Battle Live> live broadcast begins!

Human Vs. Zombie



BATTLE LIVE

Feature Target Control



MODE

Battle Live

In this most basic mode of "Battle Live," 

a total of eight users can experience a 

"free for all" style of beat 'em up battle 

that happens in real-time in the same 

room.

Story Mode

A single-player mode where users can 

enjoy movie-like stories with human or 

zombie characters as the main 

characters. If cleared, a separate 

reward is given to make users more 

immersed in the game.

Team Battle 

(to be updated)

3:3 Team Battle in the general MOBA 

genre adding asymmetric elements 

(Human Alliance Vs. Zombie Alliance, 

Human+Zombie Alliance Vs. 

Zombie+Human Alliance). To be updated.



RACES

인간

Total 4 types (+To be updated)

좀비

Total 4 types (+To be updated)

Race-Specific Features

Human vs Zombie



PLAY CYCLE

Continue Playing 

without Interruption

PLAY

Clear the mission & obtain the rewardChoose a character & Start the game

Enhance the stats & skills

START PLAY

MANAGE

P

Real-time beat 'em up 

battle with up to 8 players!



FEATURE

POINT

01

Instant Start



FEATURE

POINT

01

즉시합류

POINT

02

Level Up



FEATURE

POINT

01

즉시합류

POINT

02

레벨업

POINT

03

Monster Hunting



FEATURE

POINT

01

즉시합류

POINT

02

레벨업

POINT

04

Unique Skills



FEATURE

POINT

05

Time Attack



GIMMICK

1

Coin

“A system that can further enhance 'the stats 
you want' with the coins collected through 
play, apart from natural enhancement through 
level up”

"Coins are auto-generated on the map or 
dropped in bulk when removing the other 
characters. 

Collected coins can be used to buy 'stats & 
skills' from the vending machines.”



GIMMICK

2

Vending machine

“The vending machine is available to all users 
and deactivates for 30 seconds on single use. 
Lead to active battles since they are located in 
overlapping sections of players' movements”

“One-shot skills available from vending 
machines are powerful strategic elements (e.g., 
blinks) that have a great impact on the flow of 

battle”



PLAY HUMAN

POINT

01

Superior Sight

POINT

02

Stable play

POINT

03

Indirect Cooperation

POINT

04

Easy Growth



PLAY ZOMBIE

POINT

01

Blind

POINT

02
Detect

the Sound Wave

POINT

03

Make the Most of

Steam

POINT

04
Specialized in 

'One-To-Many' 

Battle



GIMMICK

3

Steam

“Unlike humans who can't see inside the steam, 
zombies can locate the enemy regardless of the 
steam so they can use it in a variety of ways, 
including target disturbance, hiding, ambush, 
counterattack, etc.”

“Steams are placed around vending machines 
where players often gather to induce strategic 
movement between human users and zombie 
users.”



BUSINESS MODEL

Core BM, Membership 1. Battle Pass 2. Revival Pass



BUSINESS MODEL

Talent Stone Package Character Skin Video Reward Ad



4 Character types (01.21) 16 Costume types (02.21) Add 2 Modes (03.21)

MILESTONE

ᆞHumans 2 Types | Zombies 2 Types ᆞ2 Types per character ᆞTeam Battle | Cooperation Battle



BATTLE LIVE



CONTACT

logo

⚫ CEO: Choi Kyeongbin

⚫ Address: Orange Farm 305, 3F, Arupegwan, Sogang University, 35, 

Baekbeom-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

⚫ Phone: 010-2901-9180

⚫ Website: http://www.plotrick.com

⚫ Email: kbiny@plotrick.com

⚫ Date of Establishment: May, 2015

⚫ Business Field: Mobile Game Production

PLOTRICK

http://www.plotrick.com/
mailto:kbiny@plotrick.com


THANK YOU
WE MAKE MOBILE GAME


